Phase reset and dynamic stability during human gait.
The human walking movement shows transient changes in response to single short-lived external perturbations, termed "stumbling reactions." During the stumbling reactions, the walking phase is reset. It has been considered that the reactions contribute to stabilizing the motion, but less evidence bridging between the rhythm reset and the dynamic stability of the gait has been provided. The present study tries to establish the relationship between them. To this end, we construct a simple dynamical system model of the human musculo-skeletal system interacting with the ground, whose joint kinematics during walking is constrained by a given periodic joint-angles-profile. We show first that the model can exhibit a stable limit cycle corresponding to the steady walking with no perturbations. The responses of the limit cycle oscillation are examined by applying a type of perturbations at various timings with various intensities, elucidating the stability of the model's walking when no phase reset is performed. We then observe that modifications of the periodic joint-angles-profile within a short time interval in response to the perturbation can alter the responses of the limit cycle oscillation and induce phase reset of the model's walking. It is shown that appropriate amounts of the phase reset can prevent the model from falling, even for the perturbation that induces falling in the case without the phase reset. This suggests that those phase resets can improve the dynamic stability of the gait. Moreover, the appropriate phase resets predicted by the model are compared with the experimentally observed phase resets during human stumbling reaction to show they share similar characteristics.